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• Proven performance – extensively tested and 
certified systems

• Turnkey solution – design, construction, 
manufacture, installation and maintenance

• Extensive project portfolio in both professional and 
amateur sport

• Dedicated to environmentally friendly systems
• In house expertise on installation

Belgotex Sport is Africa’s leading sports 
surfaces specialist, committed to 
manufacturing, distributing, construction, 
installation and the development of innovative 
sports systems. Our world-class systems 
are designed to elevate sport, empowering 
South African athletes to train and compete 
on surfaces recognised and approved by the 
world’s leading sporting bodies.

—
Why 
Belgotex
Sport?



Alongside each world-class 
sport system, our specialised 
construction company offers a full 
turnkey service, providing R&D, 
topographical surveys, design, 
installation, performance testing 
and maintenance. 
We’ll even take care of your 
lighting, fencing, irrigation, paving 
and other ancillary items. Plus, 
we train your ground staff and 
then work with them to ensure the 
quality and longevity of your turf.  

FIFA and RWC Approved
Belgotex Sport has partnered with 
GreenFields, a FIFA and World Rugby 
Preferred Producer that meets the 
stringent, professional standards that 
ensure football and rugby turf systems 
adhere to quality, performance and 
safety standards. 

• Number of local pitches 
installed: 108 

• Number of international pitches 
installed: 1464

• Most FIFA certified fields 
worldwide

• Preferred supplier for FIFA
• Over 3,000 fields installed



—
Football
The beautiful game is the world’s 
most popular sport, and so it’s crucial 
that Belgotex Sport drives innovation 
in football turf systems by offering 
playing surfaces for players to 
perform at their peak.   



—
GreenFields Slide Max Pro 60

Football is the most popular sport in the world. From grassroots to the 
professional leagues, artificial football pitches are becoming more popular 
given their year-round playability. Belgotex Sport’s artificial turf systems are 
manufactured to meet FIFA specification and enhance player experience, 
offering a turnkey solution from the civils to the accessories essential to the 
functionality of the pitch.
GreenFields Slidemax fibre is designed in a ribbed diamond shape to provide 
an advanced, ultra-durable turf with exceptional playing characteristics and a 
natural visual appeal. The product is extremely resilient, offering an extended 
life for high-trac pitches. GreenFields Slide Max caters to all skill levels and 
is ideal for amateur and semi-professional clubs that require a high-quality 
playing surface. Consistently outperforming on the Lisport test machine, it sets 
the market standard in durability.

Belgotex Sport’s innovative systems have been 
tested extensively to meet all necessary regulations 
and have been proven to maximise playing 
characteristics. 

Extended SpecificationsKey Benefits & Performance

Perfect for High-Use Pitches That Require 
High Performance Play

• Ultra-Durable (high-intensity diamond fibres)

• Natural Look (duotone fibres)

• Resilient (high-density and high-elasticity fibres)

• Reduced Infill Splash

• High Comfort and Safety (diamond shaped yarns)

• Low Maintenance

Product Name GreenFields Slide Max Pro 60

Application Football

Fibre 100% Polyethylene Mono-

Filament, Diamond Shape

Infill 10kg Silica Sand per m2 + 16kg 
Rubber per m2

UV Warranty 7 Years

Guarantee 7 Years

Primary Cloth Double Polypropylene



—
GreenFields Slide Max Pro 50

Football is the most popular sport in the world. From grassroots to the 
professional leagues, artificial football pitches are becoming more popular 
given their year-round playability. Belgotex Sport’s artificial turf systems are 
manufactured to meet FIFA specification and enhance player experience, 
offering a turnkey solution from the civils to the accessories essential to the 
functionality of the pitch.
GreenFields Slidemax fibre is designed in a ribbed diamond shape to provide 
an advanced, ultra-durable turf with exceptional playing characteristics and a 
natural visual appeal. The product is extremely resilient, offering an extended 
life for high-trac pitches. GreenFields Slide Max caters to all skill levels and 
is ideal for amateur and semi-professional clubs that require a high-quality 
playing surface. Consistently outperforming on the Lisport test machine, it sets 
the market standard in durability.

Belgotex Sport’s innovative systems have been 
tested extensively to meet all necessary regulations 
and have been proven to maximise playing 
characteristics. 

Extended SpecificationsKey Benefits & Performance

Perfect for High-Use Pitches That Require 
High Performance Play

• Ultra-Durable (high-intensity diamond fibres)

• Natural Look (duotone fibres)

• Resilient (high-density and high-elasticity fibres)

• Reduced Infill Splash

• High Comfort and Safety (diamond shaped yarns)

• Low Maintenance

Product Name GreenFields Slide Max Pro 60

Application Football

Fibre 100% Polyethylene Mono-

Filament, Diamond Shape

Infill 17kg per m2 Rubber or 16.5kg 
Rubber and 7kg Sand

UV Warranty 7 Years

Guarantee 7 Years

Primary Cloth Double Polypropylene



—
GreenFields XT 40

Football is the most popular sport in the world. From grassroots to the 
professional leagues, artificial football pitches are becoming more popular 
given their year-round playability. Belgotex Sport’s artificial turf systems are 
manufactured to meet FIFA specification and enhance player experience, 
offering a turnkey solution from the civils to the accessories essential to the 
functionality of the pitch.
GreenFields Slidemax fibre is designed in a ribbed diamond shape to provide 
an advanced, ultra-durable turf with exceptional playing characteristics and a 
natural visual appeal. The product is extremely resilient, offering an extended 
life for high-trac pitches. GreenFields Slide Max caters to all skill levels and 
is ideal for amateur and semi-professional clubs that require a high-quality 
playing surface. Consistently outperforming on the Lisport test machine, it sets 
the market standard in durability.

Belgotex Sport’s innovative systems have been 
tested extensively to meet all necessary regulations 
and have been proven to maximise playing 
characteristics. 

Extended SpecificationsKey Benefits & Performance

Perfect for High-Use Pitches That Require 
High Performance Play

• Ultra-Durable (high-intensity diamond fibres)

• Natural Look (duotone fibres)

• Resilient (high-density and high-elasticity fibres)

• Reduced Infill Splash

• High Comfort and Safety (diamond shaped yarns)

• Low Maintenance

Product Name GreenFields XT 40

Application Football

Fibre 100% Thilion XT Fibrillate 
Yarn 10.000/2 Dtex

Infill 17kg Silica Sand per m2 
8kg Rubber per m2

UV Warranty 5 Years

Guarantee 5 Years

Primary Cloth Double Polypropylene with a 
Fibre Glass Rotary Weave



—
Rugby
Growing in popularity around the 
world, Belgotex Sport’s international 
turf partner has worked with 
international rugby clubs to develop 
and install high-quality artificial sports 
turfs.  



—
GreenFields Slide Max Pro 60

With rugby’s growing popularity and more games being played on artificial 
turf, GreenFields has developed an innovative system for the rugby market. 
Our full turnkey service manufactures, constructs and installs pitches that 
are endorsed by World Rugby, with low maintenance costs helping them to 
become the preferred surface. 
GreenFields Slide Max fibres are designed in a ribbed diamond shape 
to provide an advanced, ultra-durable turf with exceptional playing 
characteristics and a natural visual appeal. The product is extremely resilient, 
providing an extended life for high-traffic pitches.
Ideal for amateur and semi-professional clubs that require a professional, high-
quality playing surface, GreenFields Slide Max consistently outperforms on the 
Lisport test machine and sets the market standard in durability. 

Belgotex Sport’s innovative systems have been 
tested extensively to meet all necessary regulations 
and have been proven to maximise playing 
characteristics. 

Extended SpecificationsKey Benefits & Performance

Perfect for High-Use Pitches That Require 
High Performance Play

• Ultra-Durable (high-intensity diamond fibres)

• Natural Look (duotone fibres)

• Resilient (high-density and high-elasticity fibres)

• High Comfort and Safety (diamond shaped yarns)

Product Name GreenFields Slide Max Pro 60

Application Rugby

Fibre 100% Polyethylene Mono-
Filament, Diamond Shape

Infill 30kg Silica Sand per m2  
+ 12kg Rubber per m2

UV Warranty 7 Years

Guarantee 7 Years

Primary Cloth Double Polypropylene

E-Layer 20mm

Shockpad Alternative options available






